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Introduction
With fast-growing aircraft flight speeds and
manoeuvrability, requirements for the direction
finding accuracy and improving radar object
tracking stability are getting tougher. However,
as capabilities of techniques intended to reduce
radome angle errors are almost exhausted, appropriate methods and hardware need to be
developed for compensating direction finding
errors, which occur in an antenna – radome (A–R)
system. This requires a new comprehensive approach to the analysis of direction finding cha
racteristic (DFC) of an antenna – radome system.
This approach is based on representation of the
DFC in the form of a polynomial of the n-th order. Unlike the traditional approach, it is based
on regular linearisation of the DFC.
The study [1] gives the theoretical justification and general analytical relations that allow
to synthesize block diagrams of direction finders
of different order with hardware-based compensation. For implementation of these direction finders,
we need to solve problems of data measurement,
discretisation and processing associated with sto
rage of data on the antenna – radome system’s
DFC dynamically changing during scanning, as
well as problems of restoring values of DFC expansion coefficients, which correspond to the
current angular position of the antenna relative
to the radome. This determines the relevance
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of development of optimal signal processing and
conversion algorithms, as well as methods of algorithm testing based on specified requirements
for compensation accuracy and available on-board
computer non-volatile memory resources.
There are very limited options to represent
the DFC of the A–R system in an analytical form
based on theoretical calculations. That is why,
one of the ways to implement highly accurate
direction finding is the application of results of
experimental measurement of DFC expansion
coefficients with the help of special-purpose
measuring systems [2, 3].
A simplified block diagram of the measu
ring device is shown in Fig. 1.
The SHF generator output is successively
connected to spatially separated stationary emitters with the help of the control circuit. The corresponding inputs of data sampling and storage
devices are connected in series to the output of the
direction finding receiver synchronically with
connection of the emitters to the SHF generator
output. As a result, current information about
values of signals received from each emitter is
saved at the outputs of the above-mentioned devices. Angular position ∆αi of each i-th emitter is
preliminarily measured, saved to memory and
stored in the solver unit intended to solve a system
of n-linear equations for DFC βi А–О {β,[α x , α y ]}.
Using these data, a system of n-linear equations
given below can be solved:
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We consider solutions to improve the bearing and tracking accuracy of on-board radar objects by radars with
“antenna – radome” systems. We developed algorithms for instrumental boresight error compensation according to the nodal data. We propose a method of forming the nodal data using the results of experimental
measurements performed with the help of automated systems. Moreover, we give practical recommendations
for the method implementation. On the basis of the difference matrices we developed a design procedure for
errors in presenting the data by different methods and obtained analytical relations for the informed choice of
the form of compensating arrays.
Keywords: “antenna – radome” system, boresight error compensation, information handling optimal algorithms,
bearing accuracy, on-board radar.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the device for measuring direction finding characteristics of antenna – radome systems:
1 – direction finding antenna; 2 – radome; 3 – rotary test bench;
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 – emitters 1, 2, 3, i, n
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β1А–О {∆α1[α x , α y ]} = C0 А–О + C1А–О ∆α1 +

n −1
2
+ C2 А–О (∆α1 ) + ... + Cn−1А–О (∆α1 ) ,
β
{∆α 2 [α x , α y ]} = C0 А–О + C1А–О ∆α 2 +
 2 А–О
+ C2 А–О (∆α 2 )2 + ... + Cn−1А–О (∆α 2 )n−1,


(1)

βi А–О {∆α i [α x , α y ]} = C0 А–О + C1А–О ∆α i +
+ C
(∆α i )2 + ... + Cn−1А–О (∆α i )n−1,
 2 А–О



βn А–О {∆α n [α x , α y ]} = C0 А–О + C1А–О ∆α n +
2
n−1
+ C
 2 А–О (∆α n ) + ... + Cn−1АА–О (∆α n ) ,
where C0 А–О , C1А–О , C2 А–О , ...,� Cn−1А–О – sought
DFC expansion coefficients of the A–R system.
Simultaneously with this data, the nodal
data processing and storage device receives data
indicating the angular position of the direction
finding antenna relative to the radome.
The measurement procedure conducted with
the help of this measuring system implies that the
direction finding antenna has a fixed spatial position while the radome is rotated within a given
roll angle range, using a special-purpose rotary
device. To obtain reliable test data, the positions of

the direction finding antenna relative to the radome and the antenna’s roll axes shall comply
with the real article. To ensure a fixed spatial position of the direction finding antenna, a stationary
console, special kinematics [4, 5] or gyroscope
stabilisation systems can be employed.
To obtain experimental data, the radome
makes rolling motion following fixed trajectories which may correspond to polar cross-sections or to the raster scan of the solid angle
corresponding to the operating roll angle range
of the direction finding antenna relative to the
radome. In this case, implementation of a rotary device is a challenging task, because it is
difficult to provide mechanical stability of the
radome position relative to the stationary direction finding antenna, since a rotary device
must have three degrees of freedom. It is much
easier to implement a rotary device with polar
scanning, which allows to roll the radome only
in the horizontal plane with the A–R system positioned at different roll angles. Such kinematics
provides higher structural stiffness, reduces the
effect of instrumentation errors and widens the
scope of application.
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Development of interpolation methods based
on antenna – radome system DFC nodal data
With fixed polarisation parameters of an incident
electromagnetic wave, normalized DFC
β А–О {β, [α x , α y ]} of the A–R system for each direction finding channel can be represented in a
generalised form [1]:
β А –О { β, [α x , α y ]} = C0 A–O [α x , α y ] +
+ C1A–O [α x , α y ]β + C2 A–O [α x , α y ]β2 + (2)
+ C3 A–O [α x , α y ]β3 +…
�� ,

where β А –О {…} – radar object’s angular deviation at the direction finding receiver output,
measured by the A–R system;
αx, αy – angular position of the direction
finding antenna relative to the radome;
β – angular position of a radar object in the
direction finding plane.
In this formula, coefficients of series
C0 А –О […] characterise the initial bias of A–R system’s DFC zero, C1А –О […] – the slope of A–R
system’s normalized DFC,
– distortions of the 2nd and higher orders.
Block diagrams of direction finders of diffe
rent order with compensation of direction finding
errors in the A–R system are shown in [1, 6, 7].
Basic elements of the n-th order direction finder
(Fig. 2) are: direction finding parameter sensors
(frequency, polarisation characteristics of an incident wave, etc.); nodal data storage device;
antenna angular position αx, αy sensor; neighbouring node coordinate computer; approxima
ting spline computer; direction finding equation
solver. Signal β АО , corresponding to angular
deviation βист of the radar object from the optical axis of the direction finding antenna is transmitted from the direction finding receiver output
to the direction finding equation solver, then the
measured value of angular position βизм of the
radar object, corrected by the direction finder with
the help of onboard computer special data processing algorithms, is read out from the solver
output.

The direction finding equation has the following analytical form:
β А–О {β = βист [α x , α y ]} − С0 А–О [α x , α y ] −
(3)

− С1А–О [α x , α y ]βизм − С2 А–О [α x , α y ]β2изм −
n
− � С3 А–О [α x , α y ]β3изм …− Сn А–О [α x , α y ]βизм
= 0.

To solve the direction finding equation, the
direction finding equation solver inputs shall continuously receive values (n + 1) of the A–R system’s DFC expansion coefficients. The entire field
of possible values of the direction finding antenna
turning angles αx, αy in the radome is divided in
sectors in the selected coordinate system (Cartesian or polar system). A point where adjacent
sectors intersect is called the node and defined by
node coordinates. Two sets of values of DFC expansion coefficients by respective coordinates of
direction finding planes correspond to each node
with coordinates αxi, αyk. The set of values:

{α ,α (C
xi

yk

(C

xik 0 А –О

yik 0 А –О

)

, C xik1А –О , ...,� C xikn А –О ,

)}

, C yik1А –О , ...,� C yikn А –О �

is nodal data. The nodal data storage device
contains an array of nodal data sets that correspond to different operating values of direction
finding parameters (see Fig. 2). To send current
values of A–R system’s DFC coefficients to the
inputs of the direction finding equation solver,
nodal data located at neighbouring nodal points
near to current values of parameters αx, αy need
Direction
finding
parameter
sensors

Nodal data
storage device

Approximating
spline computer

Antenna
angular
position
sensor

Neighbouring
node coordinate
computer

Direction finding
equation solver

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the n-th order direction finder
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to be preliminary approximated using spline
functions. For this purpose, the neighbouring
node coordinate computer and approximating
spline computer are added to the direction finder
block diagram (see Fig. 2).
For a reasonable choice of the optimal method
of nodal data approximation, let us analyse the
one-dimensional problem of preparation and
transmission of data on values of coefficient
C x 0 А–О . Its solution shall meet controversial requirements: on the one hand, a discrete array of
data on values C x 0 А–О shall not be too large in
order to save the non-volatile memory space in
the nodal data storage device (see Fig. 2); on the
other hand, it shall be sufficient to provide the required accuracy of direction finding. The simplest
case of approximation of data on coefficient
C x 0 А–О is the use of null-order splines (the polynomial order is equal to null in each section). With
this coefficient, the value at each intermediate
point is assumed to be equal to the nearest value
given in the Table.
As a result, data is represented as a step
function, while approximation itself is called the
nearest-neighbour interpolation. In this case, the
approximation error will be M 1 h, where
M1 = max C x 0 А–О′ (α x ) ; h – angular distance between two adjacent nodal points.
Another method of approximation is the
linear interpolation based on interconnection of
adjacent points with straight line segments, while
table data is represented as a zigzag line (1st-order
spline of defect 1). In this case, the function
representation error is:
M 2 h2
,
8
where M 2 = max C x 0 А–О′′ (α x ) .
For more accurate approximation of initial
data, smooth functions in the form of interpolation
by cubic splines can be applied [8].
As an example, Fig. 3 shows absolute errors of different methods of approximation of

the direction finding error dependence for a typi
cal A–R system [9]. It can be seen that approximation of initial data via a step function (using a
0-order spline) has the worst accuracy. In case of
linear approximation, the absolute error will be
of the next lower order. Higher accuracy can be
achieved through approximation by cubic splines.
Below we will analyse different forms of
representation of DFC expansion coefficient functions for the multidimensional case. To elaborate
a comprehensive approach and ease the analysis
procedure, we designate the value of the approxi
mating function of the n-th expansion coefficient
Cn А–О […], , where n ≥ 0, as Z.

Fig. 3. Absolute errors of different
approximation methods:
– step function (null-order splines);
– linear interpolation (1st-order splines);
– interpolation by cubic splines

It is known that a plane can pass through
three points, and if there are four points, a 2nd-order
surface called a bilinear function can be drawn
through them [8]. Since values of at least two parameters αx, αy change during functioning of the
A–R system, it would be the most reasonable decision in terms of practice to analyse the case with
four nodal points with the following coordinates:
α xi , α yk ; α x (i +1) , α yk ; α xi , α y ( k +1) ; α x (i +1) , α y ( k +1) ,
in which the function values are as follows, respectively (Fig. 4)
Z ik ; Z (i +1)k ; Z i (k +1) ; Z (i +1)(k +1) .
When forming a bilinear surface, current
point αxp, αyp located in the quadrilateral with
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wherefrom

Fig. 4. Approximation by the bilinear
surface with four nodal points

the coordinates specified above will correspond to
barycentric coordinates u, ν, which can be found
by solving the following system of equations:
(1 − v)(1 − u)α xi + (1 − v)uα x (i +1) +

+ v(1 − u)α xi + vuα x (i +1) = α xp ,

(1 − v)(1 − u)α yk + (1 − v)uα yk +
 + v(1 − u)α
y ( k +1) + vuα y ( k +1) = α yp .


(4)

After values u, ν are determined by solving
system of equations (4), we can calculate the value
of the function corresponding to current point
αxp, αyp:
Z p = (1 − v)(1 − u)Z ik + (1 − v)uZ (i +1)k +
+ v(1 − u)Z i ( k +1) + vuZ (i +1)( k +1)) .

(5)

In case of a rectangular grid
α xi = α x 0 + ihx , α yk = α y 0 + khy ,
where αx0, αy0 – initial values of the range boun
daries.
The condition for current point (αxp, αyp) to
be within rectangle (α xi , α yk ); (α x (i +1) , α yk ) ;
(α xi , α y ( k +1) ); (α x (i +1) , α y ( k +1) ) has the following
form:
 (α x 0 + ihx ) ≤ α xp < [α x 0 + (i + 1)hx ],
(6)

(α y 0 + khy ) ≤ α yp < α y 0 + (k + 1)hy  ,

Here, hx, hy – values of approximation intervals
or distances between adjacent nodal points as per
coordinates αxp and αyp;
[αxp] – integral part of αxp.
Analytical relations (6) may be used for
developing algorithms intended to calculate neighbouring nodes located near the current point (αxp,
αyp).
In general, a bilinear surface can be gene
ralised as quadrilaterals formed by curves. The
respective surface is called the Coons surface and
may be used, for example, not in the Cartesian
coordinate system, but in the polar one when reading
out the A–R system characteristics data. Selection
of a spline function in case of data approximations
means solving the optimisation problem regarding
compliance with the requirements for allowable
errors at maximum absolute values of intervals
hx, hy, corresponding to the minimum number of
elements in matrices of compensating arrays.
In the general form, the direction finding
algorithm can be represented as a sequence of
the following operations. First, measurement of
current angular position αxp, αyp in the A–R system by taking readings of the respective attitude
sensors of the direction finding antenna relative
to the radome. Second, determination of coordinates of neighbouring nodal points according to
equation (6). Third, determination of Zp at current
point αxp, αyp based on (4), (5).
For two direction finding planes, the 1storder direction finder uses values of coefficients
C x 0 А–О and C y 0 А–О .as function Zp. As for the 2nd
order direction finder, the same approach is applied in order to determine two pairs of DFC
coefficients C x 0 А–О , C x1А–О and C y 0 А–О , C y1А–О ,
corresponding to current point αxp, αyp. Depending
on the required accuracy of direction finding, the
same method is applied to determine n + 1 of DFC
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expansion coefficients for direction finding plane
X (C x 0 А–О , C x1А–О , ..., C xn А–О ) and for direction
finding plane Y (C y 0 А–О , C y1А–О , ..., C yn А–О ) with
subsequent implementation of signal processing
algorithms in accordance with the block diagram
shown in Fig. 2.
Development of interpolation accuracy
estimation criteria and comparative analysis
of compensation errors
For an in-depth analysis and quantitative estimation of compensation errors, we propose mathematical models of direction finding errors, which
have absolute values and function behaviour
close to characteristics of existing A–R systems.
As analytical relations allow to determine
the function at any point with any given accuracy,
we can conduct a comparative analysis of method
errors of direction finders of any order with different algorithms of initial data approximation.
Besides, the test nodal data obtained based on
the specified mathematical models allow to ease
procedures of adjustment, serviceability check
and correct functioning check for on-board radars
with compensation. We used the following analy
tical function as one of such mathematical models:
 2π
∆α = sin 
 L


r ,


(7)

where ∆α – direction finding error of the A–R
system;
L – parameter defining the amount of
maxima and minima of the function in the polar
cross-section of the reference model (to be selected
based on the experimental data analysis).
r – radius-vector drawn from the origin of
the Cartesian coordinate system to point αxp, αyp
(α xp = r sinϕ; α yp = r cosϕ; φ – turning angle of
the model cross-section in the polar coordinate
system);
A reference model sample is shown in
Fig. 5.
Mathematical resources of the MATLAB
system allow to generate any amount of polar
cross-sections with any value of the sampling

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Fig. 5. Reference model

interval between nodal points using the reference
model, as well as to generate compensation arrays in
the Cartesian (azimuth-elevation) coordinate system
with any values of distances between nodal points.
Also, MATLAB makes it possible to apply different
approximation methods, in particular, most abundantly used linear and cubic interpolation.
There is a tool that allows to develop methods
for generating optimal compensation arrays, based
on the quantitative estimation of compensation
errors for the cases corresponding to different
distances between nodal points and number of
cross-sections. We assume that the term “optimal
compensation array” means the array that complies with the criterion of minimisation of the
amount of nodal data when providing the given
accuracy of approximation.
To conduct a comparative analysis of the
accuracy of different approximation methods,
the notion “difference matrix” was introduced.
The difference matrix elements are absolute
errors of approximation represented in the form
of differences between interpolated and true
values of the function. For quantitative estimation
of interpolation errors corresponding to the polar and Cartesian coordinate systems, test arrays
were generated with respect to 12 polar cross-sections of the given reference model. Nodal data for
these polar cross-sections was taken with interval
hr = 1°. The total amount of nodal points in measu
rement range r within 0…±60° will be equal to
nyp = 121 × 12 = 1452.
We applied the following technique to ensure a correct comparative analysis of the accu-
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racy of approximation of direction finding errors
in the A–R system, based on discrete arrays. For
the function shown in Fig. 5, the entire field of
argument values was segmented using a square
grid in the Cartesian coordinate system with interval hx = hy = 3°. With such segmentation, the
amount of nodal points is nyD = 1681. This figure
is close to value nyp = 1452 specified above for
the polar coordinate system. Figs. 6, а and 6, b
show difference matrices of absolute errors of
approximation for 12 cross-sections in the polar
coordinate system for linear and cubic interpolation, respectively. Figs. 7, а and 7, b show absolute errors in the Cartesian coordinate system
for 1681 nodal points for linear and cubic interpolation, respectively.
According to the analysis of difference matrices with linear interpolation (Figs. 6, а; 7, а) and
cubic interpolation (Figs. 6, b; 7, b), application
of cubic interpolation allows to reduce values of
absolute errors by 5 times on average with the data
presented in the polar form and reduce values of
absolute errors of interpolation approximately by
2 times with the data represented in the Cartesian
coordinate system.
We should highlight the distinctive feature
of interpolation in the Cartesian coordinate system, which has narrow spikes of absolute errors at
the origin of the coordinate system, in the area of
the reference function extremum. In its turn, data
interpolation in the polar coordinate system leads
to the growth of absolute errors while moving

.

.

away from the coordinate system origin. It can be
explained physically as the divergence of beams
of polar cross-sections, along which the nodal
points are arranged.
According to calculations, a decrease in
interval hx, yD from 6° to 1.5° in the Cartesian
coordinate system results in a proportional decrease in absolute errors of approximation. It can
be easily explained by the fact that nodal points
are arranged uniformly within the entire field of
possible argument values, and an increase in their
amount leads to more accurate transmission of
detailed information about the reference model.
Change of interval hrp from 6° to 3° in the
polar coordinate system also leads to proportional
halving of absolute errors of interpolation. However, a further decrease in the interval down to
hrp = 1° for the selected reference model will not
cause any decrease in absolute errors of interpolation. This can be explained by the fact that
for the selected reference model an increase in
the amount of nodal points arranged along radial
beams makes no contribution to the volume of
useful information for data approximation.
From the physical point of view, in this case
absolute errors of approximation in the polar coordinate system can be reduced only by increasing
the amount of polar cross-sections. According
to calculations, an increase in the amount of polar cross-sections up to 18, i.e. only by 1.5 times
with the constant interval results in a decrease in
absolute errors by 2.5 times. This can be explained
.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

b
Fig. 6. Difference matrix in the polar coordinate system for linear interpolation (a) and cubic interpolation (b)
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Fig. 7. Difference matrix in the Cartesian coordinate system for linear interpolation (a) and cubic interpolation (b)
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by higher self-descriptiveness of reference model
data subject to interpolation.
Conclusion
We analysed the possibilities to increase the accuracy and stability of on-board radar tracking of
super high-speed highly manoeuvrable aerial targets by taking into account n real DFC expansion
coefficients of the antenna – radome system. Obtained as a result of experimental measurements,
the discrete array of these coefficients is used for
restoring coefficient values at the current spatial point and for solving the direction finding
equation.
We developed and tested optimal data processing algorithms to provide the entire cycle of
direction finding error compensation for antenna
– radome systems, including experimental measu
rement of initial data, subsequent data filtering
and generation of compensation arrays, as well as
signal processing by an on-board computer.
Based on the proposed mathematical model
of direction finding errors of the antenna – radome
system with the use of difference matrices, we
analysed the accuracy of different data restoration
methods. The study shows that, in comparison
with linear interpolation, the application of cubic
interpolation with a comparable amount of nodal
data allows to reduce values of absolute errors
by 5 times on average with if the data have polar
representation and by 2 times approximately if
the data are represented in the Cartesian coordinate system.

An increase in the amount of nodal points
in the Cartesian coordinate system leads to a proportional increase in the compensation accuracy,
and the use of compensation in the polar coordinate system with the amount of polar cross-section
increased from 12 to 18, i.e. by 1.5 times totally,
with the constant spacing between nodal points,
allows to reduce absolute compensation errors by
2.5 times.
Implementation of the proposed methods
and algorithms for processing information gathe
red with the help of antenna – radome systems allows to drastically improve the direction finding
accuracy and justify the selection of parameters of
hardware-based compensation of direction finding
errors, according to the requirements for the direction finding error and on-board computer
resources.
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| Electronics. Radio Engineering |

Рассмотрены решения, позволяющие повысить точность пеленгации и сопровождения радиолокационных
объектов бортовыми радиолокационными станциями (РЛС) с системами «антенна – обтекатель» (А–О).
Разработаны алгоритмы аппаратурной компенсации пеленгационных ошибок на основе узловых данных.
Предложен метод формирования узловых данных по результатам экспериментальных измерений,
осуществляемых с помощью автоматизированных комплексов, даны практические рекомендации по его
применению. На основе разностных матриц разработана методика расчета погрешностей представления
данных разными методами и получены аналитические соотношения для обоснованного выбора вида
компенсирующих массивов.
Ключевые слова: система «антенна – обтекатель», компенсация пеленгационных ошибок, оптимальные
алгоритмы обработки информации, точность пеленгации, бортовая РЛС.
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